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troops had not had sufficient time to become accustomed to their
use.
General Rommel's ambitious plan for the battle was to use
his one Italian and two German armoured divisions to envelop our
left and strike north into our rear at Acroma and El Adem, compel
us to abandon our Gazala-Bir Hacheim defences, invest and
capture Tobruk, which he estimated could be done by May 30,
and then proceed with his offensive towards the Egyptian frontier.
The Eighth Army stood ready to meet this attack with General
Gott's Xlllth Corps (5oth British and ist and 2nd South African
Divisions, one independent infantry brigade, and one tank brigade)
in front line, the Fighting French brigade holding the isolated post
at Bir Hacheim, and General Nome's XXXth Corps (ist and 7th
armoured divisions and three independent infantry brigades) in
support in the Knightsbridge-Bir El Gubi area. Rommel's initial
plan quickly broke down, and his main armoured forces, striking
at Acroma, were checked and turned back. But repeated frontal
attack against the Xlllth Corps had opened passages through
its minefields, which were later enlarged into a wide bridgehead.
Our armoured forces were by now too depleted to be able to
close this dangerous breach, in which an isolated brigade of the
50th Division was cut off and destroyed, though the 20ist Guards
Brigade of the XXXth Corps successfully held out in the vital
Knightsbridge defences. A counter-attack on June 4, proved a
costly failure, and from that time on the course of the battle began
to swing heavily against us. First the enemy on June 10 compelled
the Fighting French to abandon Bir Hacheim after a fortnight's
gallant defence, and then concentrated his efforts on El Adem
and Knightsbridge, taking fierce further toll of our dwindling tank
strength. On June 14, when we had a bare seventy machines against
double that number of the enemy's, the important high ground
around El Adem fell into his hands; the Xlllth Corps had to
abandon Gazala, and had hard fighting and heavy losses before it
could cut its way out.
General Auchinleck was reluctant to risk any portion of his forces
being again locked up in Tobruk, as the first siege had proved so
costly and perilous; but rather than renounce all prospect of
assuming the offensive and so expose Malta to surrender, he
authorised General Ritchie to leave a small garrison there,
even at the risk of its temporary isolation. Tobruk was accord-
ingly occupied by four brigades, while the main body of the
Eighth Army, still the equivalent of four divisions strong, with
100 tanks, was kept as a mobile force between it and the frontier.
It was not expected that the enemy would be strong enough simul-
taneously to invest Tobruk and to neutralise this main body, but
in fact he succeeded in doing so. The Tobruk garrison could not

